
IF BY RUDYARD KIPLING

And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise: If you can dreamâ€”and not make dreams your master;. If you can
thinkâ€”and not make thoughts your aim;. If you.

The Education Department wrote to the publishers and offered to pay a "reasonable fee". Reception[ edit ] As
an evocation of Victorian-era stoicismâ€”the " stiff upper lip " self-discipline, which popular culture rendered
into a British national virtue and character trait, "Ifâ€”" remains a cultural touchstone. I imagine Mr. I was
inspired to deal with life on life's terms however they are thrown at me. They builded a tower to shiver the sky
and wrench the stars apart, Till the Devil grunted behind the bricks: "It's striking, but is it Art? If you can keep
your head when all about you Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; If you can trust yourself when all men
doubt you, But make allowance for their doubting too: If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, Or, being
lied about, don't deal in lies, Or being hated don't give way to hating, And yet don't look too good, nor talk too
wise; If you can dream â€” and not make dreams your master; If you can think â€” and not make thoughts
your aim, If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster And treat those two impostors just the same:. The moon,
o'er the combers, looks downward to find us At rest in the hollows that rustle between. She then said that she
was not supposed to talk politics but must mention again: "Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build'em up with worn-out tools;" and said that this exemplified the French after World War
One. Rudyard Kipling Kipling is said to have written the poem 'If' with Dr Leander Starr Jameson in mind,
who led about five-hundred of his countrymen in a failed raid against the Boers, in southern Africa. I "will be
a Man. I had never heard it before - I was 12 years old. The poem is read on Youtube by kings and commoners
alike, ranging from Robert Morley and Dennis Hopper to livingpassion and Ukuleleric. It immediately struck
me as a perfect explanation of how to go through life. Lines from Kipling's 'If' appear over the player's
entrance to Wimbledon's Centre Court - a poignant reflection of the poem's timeless and inspiring quality.
Although I'm not a fan of tattoos, I have to say that really choked me up. A poem and guide to life that has and
always will stand the test of time. The poet is addressing his son in the poem, shedding light on his beliefs and
conveying those to his son. Since then, it was my guide at all the triumphs and disasters. Another favorite was
Gunga Din. Bill, called me into the office and asked me what my problem was, so of course I start reiterating
my problem, and out of nowhere, Mr. I like it very much and feel inspired. Speed, lest ye come too late! It
became a measuring sick for all of us. Mimi Faust said her mother recited this poem to her on her death bed,
and it genuinely touched my heart. Kipling's 'If' contains mottos and maxims for life, and the poem is also a
blueprint for personal integrity, behaviour and self-development. If - Poem by Rudyard Kipling Autoplay next
video If you can keep your head when all about you Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; If you can trust
yourself when all men doubt you, But make allowance for their doubting too: If you can wait and not be tired
by waiting, Or, being lied about, don't deal in lies, Or being hated don't give way to hating, And yet don't look
too good, nor talk too wise; If you can dream- -and not make dreams your master; If you can think- -and not
make thoughts your aim, If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster And treat those two impostors just the
same:. Rudyard Kipling Tomlinson Now Tomlinson gave up the ghost at his house in Berkeley Square, And a
Spirit came to his bedside and gripped him by the hairâ€” A Spirit gripped him by the hair and carried him far
away, Till he heard as the roar of a rain-fed ford the roar of the Milky Way: Till he heard the roar of the Milky
Way die down and drone and cease, And they came to the Gate within the Wall where Peter holds the keys. In
the first half of the poem, the speaker states that if you can keep focused while others lose their heads, if you
can keep your patience and temperament while others lose theirs, and deal with not looking too good or
talking too wisely; the poet stops, moving on to the second stanza. Robbins read "If" in '63 when I was in Jr.
Our experienced writers have been analyzing poetry since they were college students, and they enjoy doing it.
In the words of the poet he illustrates the following remarks such as, if you can deal both sides of triumph and
disaster, if you can handle when other people twist your truth into despicable lies, or for that matter, if, you
can turn the things from dead to alive again; before moving onto the latter part of the poem still not giving a
concluding remark. Wish I had seen more of him. Hayes, used to discipline us by having this write "ifs"
instead of sentences. Seventy-four years later I remember this vividly, though much of the French language
has been forgotten. In Apocalypse Now , when the photojournalist played by Dennis Hopper meets Capt
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Willard, played by Martin Sheen , he spouts a few lines of the first stanza during his drug-fueled, frenzied
greeting while trying to relay how much he admires Colonel Kurtz. It's an example of keeping yourself alive
and head on shoulders even when fate and life are not on your side. I kept it folded up in my wallet for years,
referring to it from time to time as I went through both triumphs and disasters. The Devil he sat behind the
bars, where the desperate legions drew, But he caught the hasting Tomlinson and would not let him through.
Well I think it's not misfortune in the sense of his poem, but these are part of us, naturally coming and
massively changing us towards good fortune if we address such things the right way. Totally baffled, I took
the paper and returned home took Mr. Yesterday my wife told me all three of them wanted to get a small
tattoo of the word "IF"- a tribute to that poem and me. One day she decided, for our soul's sake I suppose, to
read IF by Kipling. What's about the earth is about you per se, your hope, aspiration, dream, vision, bravery,
tenacity, and you name it. Ifâ€” in Roman Humanist letters by Bellaletra. Kipling, for sharing your wisdom so
my dad could live it and pass on to us.


